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User manual ALFA(NET) 37A Pa
Min./Max. Alarm pressostat.

VDH doc.071746 Version: v1.1 Date: 09-10-2012
Software: ALFA 37A_Pa (062081) File: Do071746.wpd Range: 0/+500 Pa, read-out per 1 Pa

* Function.
The ALFA(NET) 37A Pa is an alarm pressostat for panel mounting. The read-out is in Pascal. The
alarm pressostat guards the minimum and the maximum pressure. The  ALFA(NET) 37A has only one
relay output for both minimum and maximum alarm. The ALFANET 37A has a RS 485 network
connection so it can be read out and adjusted on the Alfanet.

* Installation.
On the top side from the  ALFA(NET) 37A you can see how the sensor, power supply, relay and the
network has to be connected. After connecting the ALFA(NET) 37A to the power supply, a self test
function is started. As this test is finished, the measured pressure appears in the display.
When the relay is activated, the led 'on' will light-up in the display.

* Controlling.
The ALFA(NET) 37A alarm pressostat can be controlled by three pushbuttons on the front. 
These keys are;

SET - view / change the set point and reset alarm
UP - increase the set point.
DOWN - decrease the set point.

* Viewing the set points.
Viewing set point maximum alarm:

By pressing the SET key and the UP key the adjusted maximum alarm set point becomes visible.
The led 'set high' starts also flashing.

Viewing set point minimum alarm:
By pressing the SET key and the DOWN key the adjusted minimum alarm set point becomes
visible. The led 'set low' starts also flashing.

A few seconds after releasing the keys the set points disappears and the measured value becomes
visible again.

* Changing the set points.
Push the SET key and the UP of DOWN key so the set point maximum or minimum appears on the
display. Release the SET key. Now push the SET key again and together with the UP or DOWN keys
the setpoint can be changed. A few seconds after releasing the keys the measured pressure shows
again in the display.
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* Functioning from the alarm functions.
This  alarm pressostat has two adjustable alarms, namely a minimum- and maximum-alarm. Hereby
can be chosen between (PARAMETER 27):

- fail safe alarm.(Relay normally energizes and the led 'alarm' off, if an alarm occurs, the relay de-
energizes and the led 'alarm' lights on. This alarm is also active if there is a power failure.)

- control alarm. (Relay normally de-energizes and the led 'alarm' off, if an alarm occurs, the relay
energizes and the led 'alarm' lights on. This alarm is not active if there is supply
drop-out.)

With parameter 28 it is possible to adjust a memory function for the alarm. It is also possible to enter
a time delay for each alarm. Hereby will the led ‘alarm’ flashing during the delay time. If the alarm
situation is solved during the delay, no alarm will follow. If there is an alarm, the display will flash
between the pressure and a H at high alarm and a L at low alarm. By pushing the SET key, the alarm
will reset.

* Adjusting the sensor.
The pressure sensor can be adjusted using the sensor Offset (parameter 04). Indicates the
ALFA(NET) 37A e.g. 2 Pa to much, than the sensor Offset has to be decreased with  2 Pa.

* Error messages.
On the display from the ALFA(NET) 37A the next error messages can appear:

EE - Adjustments are lost.  
 Solution: - reprogram the adjustments.

* Technical data.
Type : ALFA(NET) 37A Alarm pressostat
Range : 0/+500 Pa, read-out per 2 Pascal
Supply : 230 Vac (of 24Vdc of 12Vdc)
Relay : SPDT 250V/16A(C-NO), 8A(C-NC) (cos phi=1)
Communication : RS 485 Network (2xtwisted-pair shielded) only at ALFANET models.
Controlling : Through push buttons on the front.
Front : Polycarbonate IP65
Pressure sensor : PX 25-4 type1 (4..20mA=0..2"WC=0..498Pa), needs ext.supply (12..30Vdc)

  (V+ = 12..30Vdc, Sign. = 4..20mA Pressure Signal, 0V = 0V Common)
  Attention: Dipswitches must be set to 0..2"WC (S1 = off, S2 = on) 

Dimensions : 35 x 77 x 71,5mm (hwd)
Panel cut-out : 28 x 70mm (hw)

- Provided with memory protection during power failure.
- Connection with screw terminals on the backside.
- Equipped with self test function and sensor failure detection.
- Special version are available upon request.
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* Setting internal parameters.
Next to the adjustment of the setpoint, some internal settings are possible like differential, sensor
offset, set point range.
By pushing the DOWN key more than 10 seconds, you enter the 'internal programming menu'. In
the left display the upper- and lower-segment are blinking. With the UP and DOWN keys the
required parameter can be selected (see the parameter table). If the required parameter is
selected, the value can be read-out by pushing the SET key. Pushing the UP or DOWN keys,
allows you to change the value of this parameter. If no key is pushed for 20 seconds, the
ALFA(NET) 37A changes to it's normal operation mode.

* Parameters ALFA 37.

PARA-
METER

DESCRIPTION PARAMETER RANGE STANDARD
VALUE

02
03
04
05
06
07

Minimum adjustable set point
Maximum adjustable set point
Sensor offset 
Dimming pressure signal
Minimum alarm active
Maximum alarm active

0..500 Pa
0..500 Pa

-20..+20 Pa
2..20

0=No, 1=Yes
0=No, 1=Yes

0
500

0
10
1
0

10 Control delay after power failure 0..99 Minutes 0

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28

Differential maximum alarm
Differential minimum alarm
Time delay maximum alarm
Time delay minimum alarm
Offset set point High
Offset set point Low
Relay function reversed

(0=fail safe alarm  1=control alarm)
Auto reset if alarm disappears alarm 

(0=memory function alarm)      

2..50 Pa
2..50 Pa

0..99 Minutes
0..99 Minutes

0..+50 Pa
-50..0 Pa

0=No, 1=Yes

0=No, 1=Yes

2
2
0
0
0
0
0

0

90
95
96
97
98
99

Network number (Only at ALFANET) 
Software version
Production year
Production week
Serial number (x1000)
Serial number (units)

1..250
0..255
00..99
1..52

0..255
0..999

1
-
-
-
-
-

* Functie diagram.

* Adress.
VDH Products BV Tel: +31 (0)50 - 30 28 900
Produktieweg 1 Fax: +31 (0)50 - 30 28 980
9301 ZS  Roden Email: info@vdhproducts.nl
Netherlands Internet: www.vdhproducts.nl
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If applicable

* Dimensions.

* Connections.

Remark: The PX 25-4 type1 pressure sensor needs a external supply unit 12..30Vdc connect;
V+ to 12..30Vdc of external supply unit
Sig. to 4-20mA input (10) of ALFA(NET) 37A and
0V to 0Vdc of external supply unit and also to 0V (9) of ALFA(NET) 37A.


